Delivered in your mailbox weekly, the Digital Dispatch serves as an aggregator of key news stories in the technology and media space that may be of interest to you and your organization.

**Deloitte: Accelerating To The Cloud**
We believe the cloud is a competitive necessity in today’s increasingly challenging, disruptive operating environment. Do Canadian leaders agree?

**Microsoft’s Biggest Acquisition Yet: Game Developer Activision Blizzard For $68.7 Billion**
Microsoft officials are accelerating the growth in the company's gaming business across mobile, PC, console, and cloud, and say it “will provide building blocks for the metaverse.”

**AT&T, Verizon Pause Some New 5G After Airlines Raise Alarm**
AT&T and Verizon will delay launching new wireless service near key airports after the nation’s largest airlines said the service would interfere with aircraft technology and cause widespread flight disruptions.

**From Smart Goggles To Electric Jumpsuits: How Athletes Are Pushing Boundaries With The Help Of Wearable Tech**
Adam Lucio has been a wheelchair user since he was a child. After playing wheelchair basketball for Oklahoma State University, he now hopes to become a professional adaptive triathlete and take part in Iron Man contests alongside able-bodied competitors.
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